greenscreen

greenscreen fencing
Fully
recyclable
and made

Greenscreen is the ultimate in flexible and natural garden fencing. Designed to support plants, it
will over time become completely clothed in foliage forming a true ‘greenscreen’ barrier. Made from
entirely recycled materials, it incorporates professional grower technology with miniature cocofibre
‘mosspole’ supports encased within a galvanised steel frame and locked in the middle with a double
steel crossbar, also covered in coconut fibres. Standard sized panels are held firmly between
galvanised steel ‘U’ profile posts or hardwood or plastic posts, forming a virtually maintenance
free screen which can also incorporate many additional features such as security spikes, wire mesh
insert panels and lockable doors. While standard sizes are available off-the-shelf, greenscreen comes

largely from

into it’s own as a bespoke product uniquely specified to suit each customer’s own requirements.

recycled and
sustainable
resources

Key points

• A natural appearing garden screen made of durable coconut fibres.
A 2 mm galvanised steel frame ensures its stability.
• Only natural and recyclable materials are incorporated. Toxic Wolman salts used to
preserve wooden fencing are NOT used to their manufacture.
• Greenscreen fences are ideally suited for all sorts of climbing plants.
• Climber plants can be attached by fastening plant cramps to the fibrous surface.
• Panels can be shortened to fit any garden size.
• Greenscreen doors are available as well with galvanised "JB" poles.

greenscreen

greenscreen fencing
Standard products
Size (width x height)

Description

GRSD1

90 x 180cm

Partial screen (width)

GRSD2

180 x 90cm

Partial screen (height)

GRSD3

180 x 180cm

Standard garden screen

GRSD door

90 x 180cm

Door with or without cylinder lock

greenscreen the natural
screening
and noise
prevention
solution
Customised greenscreen
Greenscreen panels can be manufactured according to the client's exact garden size to ensure an exact fit
and ideally each location should be professionally measured. At this point it is also possible to specify the
other features that make greenscreen fencing truly unique.
Customised greenscreen panels can be delivered in any height up to a maximum width of 3 metres and a
maximum height of 2.2 metres. Higher fences can be built by stacking panels on top of each other and an

is spent on installation.
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Thanks to its modular construction, greenscreen panels can incorporate wire-netting or transparent acrylic
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extra strong frame - 2 mm galvanised steel - is applied to make these larger dimensions possible. Large
gardens require a panel width of 2.5 metres which reduces costs as fewer poles are needed and less time

panels while burglar-proof strips can be fitted along the top section. Steel centre panels can be specified for
ultimate security and these can be entirely hidden by fitting coco poles to both sides of the panel. Finally,
the screens can be specified to include curved or sloping sections for either design or practical reasons.
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